A combined photodarkening and thermal bleaching measurement of a large-mode-area (LMA) ytterbium-doped fiber (YDF) is presented. Photodarkened YDF sample is recovered to pre-photodarkened state by thermal annealing. As a result, this approach enables repeated measurements with the same sample and therefore eliminates uncertainties related to changing of the sample (such as sample length and splice losses). Additionally, our approach potentially improves the accuracy and repeatability of the photodarkening rate measurement, and also allows automation of the measurement procedure.
INTRODUCTION
Photodarkening (PD) has emerged as a potential threat to the lifetime of Yb-fiber lasers [1] . This effect refers to the time-dependent increase in the transmission losses of a doped glass which, in the case of Yb-doped fiber devices, results in a decrease of efficiency and potentially reduces the lifetime of the device. Spectrally, this loss is centered in the visible wavelength band but it has a tail that extends up to the pump and signal region (e.g. 0.9-1.1µm in an Yb-doped fiber laser). PD effect has been attributed to the formation of color centers [2] [3] [4] [5] . Studies suggest that these color centers may be originated from Yb-associated oxygen deficiency centers [4] or formation of Yb 2+ ions in the glass matrix from Yb 3+ [5, 6] . Studies on the temporal and spectral characterization of the PD evolution have been carried out, attributing the rate of photodarkening to the number of excited Yb-ions. Spatially uniform and tunable inversion level in Yb-doped double clad (DC) fibers [2] resulted in a well-repeatable approach to characterize the initial PD rate and quantitatively compare PD properties of various fibers. The initial rate has been shown to follow a modified exponential time dependence, and thus, bi-exponential and stretched exponential functions were used as fitting functions to the initial decay. It was also reported that the measured rate constant(s) τ -1 derived from the fitting is related to the density of excited Yb-ions by power-law dependence with an exponent of approximately 3.5 [3] . This suggests that on average 3 to 4 closely located excited Yb-ions create a color center. Other publications reported that the number of Yb-ions involved is 6 [7] or 7 [8] . A recent publication suggests that this discrepancy in the number of Yb-ions involved in the process may be partly caused by systematic errors in the PD rate fitting procedure caused by inappropriate measurement time [9] .
Determination of the ion-dependence in form of log(inversion) vs. log (1/τ) requires detailed knowledge of various active fiber parameters and that these parameters remain invariable during the characterization process. A new sample is typically spliced in for each measurement, resulting in changes of the sample length, splice losses and potentially also the active fiber properties (for example due to longitudinal variations in the doping homogeneity or geometrical variations). Therefore, invariability of the measurement conditions cannot be easily guaranteed, and the derived ion-dependence results are subject to significant uncertainty. This uncertainty could be eliminated if all the measurements were done on one, undisturbed sample. Interestingly, photodarkening has been shown to be a reversible process by applying heat treatment [7, 10] or UV irradiation [11] to the Yb-doped fiber. Jasapara et al. showed a complete recovery of the fiber to its pre-photodarkened state to be occurring at a temperature of 500 C after cooling the fiber to room temperature. Suppressing the excess loss by UV light at 355nm and its spectral evolution over time was also reported [11] . Either of the two bleaching methods could therefore be potentially applied to recover the same sample to its original state without disturbance of the characterization procedure. In [11] , multiple photodarkening and bleaching cycles were in fact done without any apparent change to the pristine fiber state. Thermal annealing has the advantage over UV treatment in accurate absolute level of scaling (e.g. temperature). Also, direct comparison between different fibers can be made without further knowledge of the fiber parameters.
In this work, photodarkening rate is measured and analyzed multiple times over the same sample. The fiber is bleached in-situ by heat treatment allowing to reuse the same sample. In section 2, a description of the setup is given and a comparison between the stretched and bi-exponential fitting is shown. Section 3 presents the thermal recovery procedure describing a single photodarkening/bleaching cycle. In section 4, repeated photodarkening rate measurements are presented and different measurement parameters derived from the fitting functions are statistically analyzed. Finally, trade-offs of the approach are discussed.
PHOTODARKENING RATE MEASUREMENT
The fiber used is a commercially available 20-µm core diameter LMA Yb-doped double-clad silica fiber (Yb-DCF). This fiber is technologically important as it is widely used in high-power fiber lasers. The cladding diameter is reduced from 400 µm to roughly 125 µm by etching. The schematic of the photodarkening rate measurement setup is illustrated in figure 1 and it follows a similar approach to prior experiments [2, 3] . In our case, change of the sample absorption coefficient from the pristine state, Δα (in units of dB/m), is monitored in time and the photodarkening rate parameter(s) is deduced from the measurement result by method of least-squares fitting. Lock-in detection with a pass-band filtered and modulated white light source (WLS passband at 650-690 nm) is used to enhance the measurement sensitivity and to discriminate unwanted pump and ASE noise. Additionally, a MMF 90:10 coupler is used to pick off and detect possible changes in the source power. Fig. 1 . Experimental setup for measuring both photodarkening rate and thermal bleaching. 915nm pump power is coupled to the active fiber using a pump/signal combiner (1+1:1 combiner) and a matching double-clad passive fiber. Mode stripper and non double-clad fiber eliminates unabsorbed pump power and cladding propagating light. A WLS is filtered at 670nm (40nm window) and modulated at approximately 230 Hz. MMF coupler is used to detect separately 10% of the input signal in order to compensate for the WLS drift.
The 1-2 cm long fiber sample is held in the air. A high-power diode is coupled to the active fiber by a pump/signal combiner and a matching double-clad passive fiber. Unabsorbed pump power is eliminated by a pump stripper which consists of an uncoated double-clad fiber immersed in index matching gel. The fiber is positioned and fixed between copper plates and a water cooling system keeps the plates in constant temperature. Furthermore, non-double-clad fiber is spliced at the output of the mode stripper to ensure that most of the cladding light is removed (including probe signal light coupled into the cladding). Signal and reference data are monitored while the measurement is running. 
where the constant α 0 is the saturation parameter, τ is the time constant, and β is a parameter that ranges between 0 and 1 and is referred to as the stretching parameter. This equation is a commonly used empirical formula that describes the relaxation rates of many physical properties of complex systems such as polymers and glasses, and the fitting result is the same as a distribution of exponential decays. In characterization of photodarkening, particularly in PD rate measurements, Eq. 1 is mainly used to determine the rate constant (τ -1 ) as a benchmarking method for photodarkening rate comparison. Acceptable fitting is also achieved by using a bi-exponential function,
where the constant α 0 is again the saturation parameter, a 1 and a 2 are the amplitude constants and τ 1 and τ 2 are the PD time constants of the fast and slow exponential decays. Apparently, the fitting of the bi-exponential function is almost as good as the stretched exponential as seen in the R 2 values in tables 1 and 2. However, inset graph of Fig. 2 shows some discrepancy at the beginning of the decay suggesting that a faster term may need to be considered. Table 2 summarizes the parameter values of the bi-exponential function. Saturation to 99% of the saturation level (according to the fit), is achieved after 21.8 hours of pumping for the case of biexponential fitting and 31.4 hours for the case of the stretched exponential fitting.
THERMAL BLEACHING OF YTTERBIUM-DOPED FIBER
Bleaching of photodarkening in Yb-doped aluminosilicate fibers by thermal annealing of the sample has been reported in previous works. Shubin et al. [7] demonstrated recovery of the absorption coefficient at temperatures of 400 C and above. However, the recovery of absorption was incomplete, although final room temperature absorption was not presented. In another work, where the fiber was heated by a tube furnace [10] , complete recovery of sample transmission was achieved at approximately 500 C after cooling the fiber to room temperature. Spectral measurement confirmed complete recovery of the absorption within 450 -1600 nm wavelength band. This result is interesting, because of the potential advantage of being able to recover and work with one undisturbed sample through possibly a long sequence of measurements. This advantage applies not only to the kinetic data that can be measured (e.g. derivation of iondependence), but also to thermodynamic analysis (e.g. associated thermal binding energy) of the photodarkening effect.
In our work, a miniature oven (MHI Inc. model FibHeat200) was used to thermally recover the photodarkened sample. Due to its small dimensions, the oven could be attached to a micropositioner, necessary for aligning the active fiber inside its narrow groove. A thermocouple is placed inside the oven hot zone, next to the fiber, to monitor the temperature. Additionally, the oven and the micropositioner are placed on a movable stage controlled by a stepper motor to move the oven to and away from the fiber. hours of pumping, pump was turn off and bleaching was carried out at constant temperature of 600 C. Sample shows recovery to within 1.5% of its pristine condition after cooling at room temperature. However, rate measurements describe only the phenomena dynamics in a spectrally narrow region (580-620 nm in this section). Consequently, transmission spectrum of a broad region is also measured before and after thermal exposure. The WLS is this time neither filtered nor modulated and detector number 1 (see Fig. 1 ) is replaced by an optical spectrum analyzer. Inset graph in figure 3 shows the derived absorption coefficient (dB/m) as a function of wavelength showing that the sample is completely recovered.
However, one cycle of photodarkening and bleaching does not guarantee that the sample remains undisturbed by the thermal annealing procedure, i.e. the photodarkening behavior (time constant, saturation level) are not affected in any way. This is studied in the next section.
PHOTODARKENING RATE MEASUREMENT USING REPEATEDLY BLEACHED YTTERBIUM-DOPED FIBER
Repeated measurements of 6 PD rate/bleaching cycles were next carried out under the same condition of pump power (roughly 16.4 W). The sample was bleached every time until maximum reduction of absorption and cooled down to room temperature before the next PD rate measurement. Bleaching was also applied to the pristine sample. No changes in the room temperature absorption coefficient of the pristine fiber were seen. For comparison, all PD rates are fitted using both stretched and bi-exponential fitting. To summarize the results, tables 3 and 4 show average values and standard deviation of the parameters described above in equations (1) and (2). The standard deviation is also presented in percentage normalized to the average value of each parameter. For consistency the same measurement time of 21.5 hours is used for all data. The evolution of τ and τ 1 are depicted in figure 4 . Error bars represent the standard deviation for each parameter. For the bi-exponential fit, Fig. 4 represents only the fast PD time constant τ 1 ; nevertheless, τ 2 appeared to vary following the same trend. In the first PD rate both fits show that the time constant is lower than in the consecutive cycles. This trend has been observed also in previous measurements though a well-founded explanation is still unknown. 
DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that the photodarkened sample absorption coefficient can be recovered multiple times to its initial state. Same sample has been later exposed to 9 consecutive cycles of photodarkening and bleaching without measureable change in the bleached 670 nm absorption or in the broadband absorption spectrum. However, a closer examination of photodarkening parameters α 0 , τ and τ 1 derived from the bi-exponential and stretched exponential fits shows a change between the first and the following (bleached) photodarkening rate measurements. Reason for this change is not fully understood and its origin is under further study. The lower saturation level and faster photodarkening rate for the first measurement are consistent with a slightly higher inversion. Otherwise, the variation of the photodarkening parameters for the succeeding cycles remains constant within the measurement uncertainty.
CONCLUSIONS
A combined photodarkening and thermal bleaching measurement is described. Yd-doped fiber is recovered to its pristine state by heat-treatment for measuring the PD rate multiple times over the same sample. By this approach, uncertainties related to changing of the sample are eliminated and it potentially improves the accuracy and repeatability of the photodarkening rate measurements. The change of the photodarkening parameters discussed above suggests that the PD rate/bleaching cycle may affect the measurement conditions. After the first cycle the time constant(s) remains the same (within the measurement error). Further experiments regarding the determination of the ion-dependence through the relation log(inversion) vs. log (1/τ) are under way. Comparison of the photodarkening parameters derived from PD rate/bleaching cycles and pristine measurements will be done to validate the thermal annealing approach.
